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Lottery Master Guide is the most comprehensive book on scientific lottery strategy ever written.

Once you apply the methods in this book, you will never look at Lotto numbers the same way again.

By using the powerful and effective rules and tools in Lottery Master Guide, you'll learn how to spot

specific numbers for specific drawings, and make the best use of the dollars you spend on Lotto.

You will learn to recognize the winning patterns that produce winning numbers--and spot the Hot

Numbers of tomorrow... TODAY!!! Lottery Master Guide is a virtual library of indispensable lottery

information--everything serious players need to know about pick-5, pick-6, pick-10, Powerball and

Mega Millions. It also lists state and Canadian lottery addresses, telephone numbers, drawing result

hot lines, odds, drawing days, etc. After you have read Lottery Master Guide from cover to cover,

not only will you be on your way to winning more prizes, but you will be an authority on lotteries--and

you will have the world's best strategies to beat them! LOTTERY MASTER GUIDE REVEALS HOW

YOU CAN: * Turn a game of chance into a game of skill. (Page 2) * Reduce the odds by millions.

(Page 32) * Buy fewer tickets yet have a greater chance to win. (Page 90) * Discover the one thing

ALL jackpot winners have in common. (Page 165) * Tell if a number is about to start a long losing

streak before it loses 15 or 20 games or more. (Page 53) * Know when to play--or when not to

play--a specific number for a specific drawing. (Page 68) * See how often you can expect to trap the

six, five, four or three winning numbers in your wheeled group. (Page 128) * Tell which "cold"

number is best to play. (No, it is not the number out the longest!) (Page 44) * Detect at a glance

which numbers are hot and which are not. (Page 53) * Avoid playing Lotto numbers that are sure to

lose. (Page 19) * Cash in on the luck of others. (Page 152) * Eliminate one quarter to one fifth of the

Lotto numbers in your state's game and turn a 49-number game into a 39-number game. (Page 39)

* Know how many cold, lukewarm, and hot numbers to include on your tickets. (Page 41) * Spot a

Hot Number before it gets hot--so you can be on it when it starts its winning streak. (Page 53) *

Know which of last game's WINNING numbers has the best chance of winning the next drawing.

(Page 65) * Know which of last game's LOSING numbers have the best chance of winning the next

drawing. (Page 68) * Tell which numbers have an affinity to win most often with your strongest

numbers. (Page 71) * Cash on the most predictable indicator--the balancing Bias Tracker(tm).

(Page 34) * Learn how to choose the best and eliminate the rest. (Page 45)
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Gail Howard's book titled 'Lottery Master Guide' is the 'one and only' book that anyone needs to

help win any State or any country's lottery! I have read a number of other authors' books on how to

win the lottery, and all others I read were very confusing, and/or didn't give enough good info to help

at all!I own several of Gail's books and also her software, and am proud to say I have won a lot of

prizes using her number selection methods and wheels over the years. No, I haven't won the

elusive jackpot yet,..but I feel it's only a matter of time for me!The 'Lottery Master Guide' explains all

her methods and charts in detail to help you reduce the high lotto odds by millions! Once this is

explained to you, you'll see how to win multiple prizes in any State or Country's lottery.In this book,

there are many unique number selection methods mentioned that I haven't seen anywhere else that

will help you trap the winning lottery numbers in your selection process. Yes, the lottery drawing

itself is a random type drawing done usually with a 'machine', but, even so, you can clearly still see

patterns that develop over and over again and use them to your advantage to win prizes.From using

the charts and methods shown in plain to understand language, to look at the numbers in ways that

most never even think of, you can finally be a constant winner like myself, and many, many others

using her systems and methods.This book will show you how to spot trends and when to take

advantage of them.Her other books are wheeling books (Lotto How to Wheel a Fortune, Lotto

Wheel Five to Win and her Powerball/Mega Millions book) and they have hundreds of guaranteed

wheeling systems that show minimum and maximum amounts you will be guaranteed to win.
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